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HISTORY
2 bedroom/2 bath apartment, duplex style, in the middle of historic Jackson, LA near the battle
site and the old Centenary College and Mental Institution.

EXPERIENCES
The clients Samantha and Mike along with their 6 year old daughter have been experiencing
some negative energy in their 2br/2ba apartment. All three have reported being scratched and
even bitten by something in their home. It seems to happen only when the clients were changing
clothes or bathing/showering.

INVESTIGATION
DATE OF INVESTIGATION: March 15th, 2014
PARTICIPANTS: TERRI KILPATRICK, JEFF SABELLA , ANDY CLANCY
EQUIPMENT: Digital Cameras, Infrared cameras and DVR system, Digital audio recorders,
geo phone, parascope, full spectrum digital video camera, flashlights, sb7 spirit box and speaker,
emf detectors, kII meters, Mel-Meters, full spectrum illuminator, laser grid (red and green)
INVESTIGATION:
At the time and places tested, no anomalous photos were taken. No data was noted on video.
Nothing unusual was detected by laser grid or geophone. No elevated EMF fields were noted
inside the home in areas which would subject persons to exposure for prolonged periods of time.
All were near electrical devices, as is normal, and had fast fall off in strength.
PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
ANDY CLANCY, JEFF SABELLA, TERRI KILPATRICK
BACKGROUND –Problems:

Samantha, Mike (fiancé) and 6 yr old daughter were being scratched
usually when in the bathroom. They have seeing orbs with the naked
eye, a headless man in a black shirt. Daughter saw a boy in a black
hoodie jacket. Reports of knocks coming from closet by the front door
along with other knocks through out the house. Ice-cream flying out of
the freezer and a shadow was seen in the hall way.
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Samantha has been scratched several times along with being scratched
during the actual investigation. I saw a white mist several times during
investigation with my night vision cam corder and on the DVRS. Had
an orb come straight down on a play gun when questions were asked
about the suicide of Byran who was a friend of hers when she was 14.
He was 16 when he shot himself. His best friend's father, along with his
friend, also shot themselves a few yrs after Bryan. Bryan and his friend
Billy also played Russian roulette which I picked up on the prelim. This,
and they way they died, is why I decided to bring play guns as trigger
objects. Before the investigation some scratches appeared on their bed
side table. I noticed it looked like the number 17. Found out he was
buried on the 17th.
We did see a shadow in the hallway where the owners have seen it and
while in the living room we all heard a loud bang come from the closet
that the owners have heard many times. I did get that on audio.
Toward the end of the night, Samantha was sitting on her daughter's bed
and something touched her face and her hair. Right before we ended the
investigation, I asked for one big sign and then we would leave. It was at
that time that Andy had his flashlight knocked out of his hand. Right
after that I got very cold. Andy checked the Emf around me and that's
the only time that night we got a spike.
EVPS captured:
Living Room EVPS:

1) We are still setting up for the investigation:
A male maybe Mike says something, sounds like
( Eat now)
But after that you hear children laughing, playing and talking.
2) Terri says:
I hear a lot about that closet over there by Andy. Can you make something move
in the closet? Then we all hear a loud noise coming from the closet.
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3) Pop or knock coming from bathroom.
4) This is where Andy’s flashlight gets knocked out of his hands. I don’t hear
anything but I wanted to keep it.

Jeff’s EVPS:

5) Unknown female moan while we were all in the living room.
6) Sam asks: Brian are you here? The male says “ I’m not saying “
7) Sam asked: Tell us something about you? I hear female respond “Me”?
8) During a period of silence , out of the blue, a female EVP says: “This one right
here”
9) Andy ask: Why are you being so quiet? There is an answer but I can’t make it
out.
10)Jeff asks: Give us a sign. A female answer what I hear to be “Zero”
11)Sam asks: Can you talk to me? A male responds “You gotta wait”
12)Unknown bump/click we respond to it.
13)Flashlight being knocked out of Andys hand.
Note:
The first EVP was from the first session, The next 6 are from the third session. The
last two are from the fourth session.

CONCLUSION
Myself and Terri have since cleansed and blessed the home, with no
more problems since that we know of.
We would like to thank the clients for inviting us into their home, and for the opportunity
to study the phenomena there. We would also like to thank them for their most gracious
hospitality, and hope that me may be able to return there again soon.
Andy Clancy
La. Spirits -SE Chapter
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